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The recent speeches from Berlin make manifest to the world the

anguish which besets the enemy. The retreat from the White Sea to

the Caucasus, the encircled armies, the generals who capitulate, the

uninterrupted withdrawal from the Nile to the Mareth line and from

the confines of the Chad to the Gulf of Gabes - these things are

certainly very alarming for Germany and her allies. How could they
still believe in victory? As for the pledges of the Berlin orators

who swear that Germany will never capitulate , experience has taught

us that the courage born of despair, though noble-sounding, does not

belong to the realities of war.

Does it mean that our enemies have come to this pass? Surely
not! The power and cunning of the dictatorship are still resourceful

enough to counter-balance destiny. A phase of the war is about to

begin in which the enemy will seek his salvation by endeavouring at

the same time to disunite his enemies and to hold their armies in check.

In the terrible drama of this war, an in thegreat tragedies of the

classics, the outcome will remain uncertain till the curtain rises on

the final scene.

France wonts to do everything in her power to hasten this denoument.

In spite of the terrible plight into which she was thrown by this mis-

fortune called disaster and by the crimes called treason and the policy
of wait-and-see; in spite of obi efforts which have been made to divide

and confuse her, every day her effort against the enemy grows stronger.
This is being accomplished by the fighting effort of her Navy, her Army
and her Air Force, which have never abandoned the struggle, and by those

forces which have resumed it; by our brave hosts organised on French

soil who wait for the moment when a general uprising will rid France of

the defeated invader and the discomfited traitors.
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To help and guide her efforts, the Nation keeps before her the

goal to he attained* She ms able in the last war to sacrifice the

flower of her youth, as much for the sake of othersas for herself,
and then to renounce Lost of the advantages of victory for what was

presented to her as being in the common interest.

In May 1940, she ray have been betrayed by an absurd military

system and left almost entirely alone to fate the onslaught of the enemy.

After the disaster, she my have been able to arise again in resistance,

and, I consider, not without some merit, in order to remain faithful

to herself and to her alliances. She my have suffered surprising,

expedients in her Empire, and still have remained undaunted, From so

many trials and tribulations, the french people has drawn certain con-

clusions from which it will never swerve.

As for itself, the french people is determined to gain its freedom

by bleed and arms, helped by allies whom it has helped in the past, whom

it is still helping. It is determined to recover in due course all the

liberties of which it ms deprived either by the enemy, or by an odious

and usurpatory regime. It intends to rebuild its house free from the

pillars of cunning privilege and artificial power, built on its misery

by the high priests of disaster.

As for other peoples, the french nation judges and will judge them

exclusively by two criterions: of what efforts were they actually

capable in the fight against the enemy? How did they, in our great

tribulation, respect the dignity, the severeignty and the independence

of France?

It is on this basis and in this basis only that the French people

will reconstruct the edifice of its grandeur and its friendships.

Yes, it is this will to win, and these lucid judgments which fill

at this moment the hearts and minds of millions, and millions of French

men and women in their misery and their struggle, from them wall

emerge a nation strong and noble, taking counsel only from herself. All

the outrages, all the sorrows and disgust which she has suffered without

succumbing, can only befit her better to face her great future, France

will have the last word.
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